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Ethiopian National Project’s 
Project Ti’ud: Imparting the Story of the Ethiopian Aliyah to Future Generations 
A Proposal to Make a Shared Impact 2021-22
 
To many, including many young Ethiopian-Israelis today, the stories of the miraculous Aliyah of Ethiopian Jewry and 
their preservation of Jewish identity for 2,500 years is barely known or understood, yet could be a source of 
tremendous pride. Project Ti'ud: Imparting the Story of the Ethiopian Aliyah to Future Generations is a nationwide 
effort to preserve the inspirational stories of Ethiopian Jewry and reinforce Ethiopian Jewish identities for 
generations to come. Your support of the Ethiopian National Project (ENP)’s Project Ti’ud will be life-
changing for all who experience the process and the fruits of the work carried out to unearth and 
share the remarkable story of Ethiopian Jewry and their return to Israel.  

Project Ti’ud: Imparting the Story of the Ethiopian Aliyah to Future Generations 

Project Ti’ud seeks to record, publish and share the many stories of Ethiopian Jews’ journeys from Ethiopia to 
Jerusalem, to be relayed in Israel and abroad. It prepares and instructs Israeli high school students in the skill of story-
collecting and multi-media recording and documenting, while exposing them to the inspiring story of Ethiopian Jewry. 
It forges intergenerational understanding between Ethiopian-Israeli schoolchildren and their parents, and creates 
deeper understanding and appreciation of Ethiopian Jewry on the part of immigrants’ children, other Israelis and the 
Diaspora. 

Project Ti’ud consists of workshops, field trips, individual projects, city-wide events and a national event. In addition, 
ENP seeks to add an immersive “roots” visit to Ethiopia for a select group of youth who have demonstrated 
exceptional leadership over the course of the year-long program.  
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Overview 

Project Ti’ud forges groups of up to 20 youth, primarily 10th grade students, in cities throughout Israel, who then 
undergo an intensive process to learn about and document the stories of Ethiopian Jewry and their journeys to reach 
the Promised Land. Some participants are immigrants, some Israeli-born, and some are non-Ethiopian-Israelis.  

Ti’ud groups first participate in eight workshops that explore the rich story and history of Ethiopian Jewry – about life 
in the village, its traditions and heroes as well as the different secret operations that were critical in the community's 
Aliyah to Israel like Operations Moses and Solomon. They then participate in three workshops about the art of 
effective documentation, writing skills, interview techniques and the powerful skill of active listening. Small sub-groups 
then are formed and participants apply their newfound knowledge by interviewing a community member and 
documenting the Aliyah story in writing. Seven workshops then focus on delving into and discussing the documented 
texts, preparing the texts for formal documentation, expressing one’s self creatively and 
group presentations then follow. The final two workshops are reserved for summary and 
reflection. 

Each student keeps a personal diary after each workshop, reflecting on lessons learned 
and the impact it has on them. Students are exposed to a variety of forms of expression, 
such as theater, dance and poetry, and each is encouraged to express something about 
their journey throughout the year. All participate in a powerful day of experiential 
learning such as a visit to the Museum of the Jewish People or a visit to Har Herzl to the 
Memorial to Ethiopian Jews who perished on the Journey to Israel. City-wide events and 
a National Conference reveal the many stories collected, and books are published with all 
the stories, including an English compilation of a powerful selection.  

A Journey to Ethiopia 
As a culmination of this year-long effort, ENP also seeks to carry out an Ethiopia journey for select participant youth, 
recognizing how life-changing it will be. ENP proposes to select identify outstanding participants for the immersive 
mission to Ethiopia who will then experience Ethiopia first-hand. Exceptional guides will create a powerful experience 
for these young people as they explore their roots and the stories of their community, with the guidance of staff who 
will lead them through this intensive experience. 
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Stories of Success and Impact 
The abundant praise and love of Project Ti’ud brought many first-person accounts of its importance and impact on the 
lives of all those involved – students, parents and staff. Among them:  

Helen, participant from Beer Sheva 
I interviewed my mother and I learned things that I 
never knew before, like the fact that my mom lost 9 
brothers and sisters in Ethiopia. Something like that I 
need to know as her daughter. It's sad that only now I 
was able to learn about the difficulties that my family 
went through and beyond that I think this is something 
that will stay with me my whole life. In the future when I 
have kids of my own G-d willing I'll for sure tell them the 
story of our family and it will hopefully awaken in them 
what it awakened in me. When I heard my mom tell her 
story I just wanted to hug her hard and not let go, I just wanted to hear more and more about her life's story because not 
everyone goes through what she went through. It was truly a privilege to hear the Aliyah story of my family straight from her 
mouth. This project truly broadened my horizons, and I can sum up by saying that projects like this need to continue to be 
implemented. 

Opportunities for Support 
ENP invites you to join this first-of-a-kind nationwide initiative to 
document the oral histories of Ethiopian Jews. Project Ti’ud will forge a 
deep appreciation of and connection to Ethiopian Jewry and the State of 
Israel and will provide those Israeli schoolchildren who collect the stories 
with a life-changing experience. Collection, presentation and publication of 
these narratives and the various products created as a result will enable 
their use as tools with myriad audiences in a wide variety of forums, for a 
multitude of purposes: as a leaping off point to bridge divides, forge bonds, 
create connections, encourage pride and unite Jew and non-Jew, black and 
white and others alike. Sharing this modern-day exodus that takes Africans out of Africa to freedom and not slavery, 
and the countless additional elements of this remarkable story, will be no less than a national and Jewish treasure. 
With Ti'ud, the many partnerships that can be forged and people involved, in Israel and in the Diaspora, are limitless.  

The Impact of your Gift  
ENP invites you to play a leading role in this key initiative: 

 A $150,000 grant, with a corresponding match, will implement Ti'ud for 240 participants in 12 
groups.

 An additional gift of $50,000 will support a 10-day Ethiopia journey for 20 outstanding youth, with 
accompaniment and instruction.

Reporting will be provided including evaluation, narrative and financial reports. Recognition will be provided in an 
array of media, including in the book, videos, web and social media.  
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